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It’s been an interesting year, to say the least. Put your hand up now
if you predicted that YouTube would have a mid-year price tag of
$1.65bn, or that the population of Second Life would hit 2m by the
end of the year.
Who thought that the winner of this year’s console wars would be
unlikely underdog Nintendo, or that shaky footage of a graffiti artist
attacking President Bush’s Air Force One plane would become the
most viewed branded viral ever?
Who could have predicted that a simple, vitriolic billboard could
set the world buzzing with speculation, or that the CD would be
rendered obsolete so quickly by digital downloading?
…OK, clever clogs. We bet you didn’t see Sketch furniture coming,
Front Design’s magic method of creating items of furniture out of
thin air.
If anyone can honestly say they are unsurprised by anything that’s
happened this year, we can only conclude that you invested in Google
when it was still in a garage.
Contagious would like to thank you all for your support and
encouragement this year, and we hope you enjoy our retrospective
of the ‘Most Contagious’ happenings across the board in 2006.
We didn’t manage to send Christmas cards to you all, but we hope
you agree that this is a bit more useful.
Here’s to an equally exciting 2007.
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No surprises here. The social networking phenomenon
has dominated headlines and lifestyles across the board
this year, and media conglomerates weren’t slow to
react. After NewsCorp bought MySpace for $580m in
2005, anxious investors kept their eyes out for the next
big network (particularly when Google paid News Corp
$900m to bag search rights for advertising on MySpace
and other News Corp-owned properties in the FOX
family). This has spilled over into the end of the year,
with the rise and rise of a little online video site started
in a garage around one year ago prompting feverish
speculation as to its eventual purchaser. When YouTube
hit 100m streamed videos a day and its community
boomed to tens of millions of users, Google stepped
in, buying the site for a cool $1.65bn.

It had to happen. With the April release of Gnarls’
Barkley’s soulful classic, the music industry finally
realised the full potential of the digital revolution. ‘Crazy’
was the first song to hit the top of the UK charts based
on downloads alone, all of a sudden making the CD
seem as obsolete as an Ouranosaurus (if you have to
ask, you’ve answered the question!). This included a
staggering 20% of the downloads via 3 mobile.
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Subsequent legal battles concerning the hosting of
copyrighted content on the site have dogged the media
giant since the purchase. The most recent development
is talk of a collaboration between Fox, Viacom, CBS
and NBC to launch a rival service, although we can’t
help but feel it would be a shame to lose the chaotic,
‘by the people, for the people’ mixture of user-generated
content alongside professionally produced clips which
defined YouTube.
It remains to be seen how Google – the master of
monetising web content – will organise this exciting
and essential resource, whilst maintaining YouTube’s
status as one of Web 2.0’s premier destinations.

As of mid-2006, digital sales accounted for 78 percent
of all single tracks sold in the UK. Although Apple’s
iTunes sales have fallen considerably during the course
of the year, the Internet has created its fair share of
cash cows for the music industry (MySpace legends
the Arctic Monkeys and the ubiquitous Lily Allen being
cases in point). Thankfully, it seems all the wailing and
gnashing of teeth is now over, and the process of
monetizing music, whilst different, is still alive and well.

links /
www.youtube.com
www.myspace.com/gnarlsbarkley
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Whilst it looked like the nano was all set to take the top
prize, Apple’s mini-miracle has been pipped to the post
in the hysterical run-up to Christmas by Nintendo’s
mighty Wii. Whilst Sony’s PS3 floundered in technical
difficulties and the Xbox 360 shot straight over the
heads of the masses straight into the hands of already
dedicated aficionados, those Japanese geniuses were
quietly developing an inexpensive bit of hardware that
looks set to revolutionise the gaming industry. The Wii’s
motion-guided handset – the more you move, the more
it moves – has attracted an entirely new gaming
community. Everyone from your nan to your nephew
will want a go. In the launch week sales topped 600,000
consoles sold worldwide – impressive for a game, but
staggering for a console. The Wii is, deservedly, our
gadget of the year. Now move over, it’s our turn…
…Although there is a downside. TV screens are
shattering and knees dislocating all over the world…
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clutching a bag and wondering what the hell happened.
A percentage of profits from the nano RED will go to
charity if you’re looking to avoid the grubbiness of such
blatant consumerism.
Sony Walkman
Proving there’s life in the old dog yet is Sony, whose
recently invigorated range of Walkman handsets through
the Sony Ericsson mobile manufacturer has proven
stylish, functional and popular, knocking rumours of an
iPod mobile phone back into next year. The battle of
the bulge – the fight to be the last gadget standing in
the pocket of the future – will be one of next year’s all
important contests. Here, if not in the games console
tug-of-war, Sony looks to have taken an early lead.

links /
www.wii.com

iPod Nano
We couldn’t call this a retrospective of the year without
mentioning the iPod nano. Designed to be as cute as
a button with a relatively monstrous capacity, the ultraslim ultra-sexy device flew from the shelves, taking the
total number of iPods sold in the five years since launch
to a gigantic 70m. Although technical difficulties were
widely reported, nobody cared. One of Contagious’
favourite reads of the year was a blog post attempting
to dissect the nano purchase decision - before
concluding that no conscious decision was involved.
You see, you buy, and then you’re back on the street

www.wiihaveaproblem.com
www.apple.com/ipodnano
www.sonyericsson.com/walkman
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We’d like to draw your attention to Swedish design
collective Front, which has developed the miraculous
Sketch furniture, in which a digital scribble is recast as
a piece of furniture. Pen strokes in the air are recorded
with Motion Capture and become 3D digital files. These
are then materialised through Rapid Prototyping (solid
freeform fabrication) into actual chairs, lamps and tables.
Front have recently moved their offices to Japan, home
of futuristic technology. If you’re still a Christmas present
down, prices start from $10,500.
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Alex Dragalescu
Also moving from the digital to the beautiful is Alex
Dragalescu, whose work adorned the cover of Contagious 8. The Romanian visual artist feeds databases,
spam emails and video game assets into algorithms,
computational models and simulations to create beautiful
flowers, fascinating scribbles or architectural models.

its idea of glamourising the humble barcode, acting as
both agency and media owner (amidst rumours that
this idea actually originated in Germany). Over 200
barcode designs have been created and published in
a book called The Barcode Revolution and the barcodes
are incorporated into the packaging of over 15 companies.
Front /

Concrete Canvas
A notable mention also goes out to Concrete Canvas,
winner of Saatchi & Saatchi’s World Changing Ideas
competition. The tents aim to provide a more sustainable
home for refugees, and are secure, durable, warm and
sterile. The hardened shelters can be built in a mere
40 minutes, and were designed and developed by Will
Crawford and Peter Brewin, both in their 20s. Preproduction protypes are currently being developed for
field trials in April 2007.

links /

Design Barcode
Flying the flag for Japanese innovation is Design Barcode, the winner of the Contagious-sponsored Titanium
Lions at Cannes. Jury president, BBDO’s David Lubars,
had been looking for a game-changing idea which defied
previous patterns of advertising, compared to the
Integrated campaigns favoured by previous juries.
Luckily, for 2007, the integrated category has been
introduced to Cannes, leaving the Titanium Lions free
for the quirky innovation that we love. Design Barcode
is based in Tokyo and the small company has patented

www.frontdesign.se
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/rapid_prototyping
Ales Dragalescu / www.sq.ro
www.d-barcode.com
www.concretecanvas.org.uk
www.saatchi.com/worldwide/innovation_award.asp
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Even if you don’t play, you’d have to be a hermit to have
missed the rise of the Massively Multiplayer Online Role
Playing Game. Put simply, it’s a huge network of people
playing a game together through an online connection,
thus multiplying the number of possibilities to gobsmacking proportions. The sector’s Big Daddy is fantasy
game World of Warcraft, now boasting in excess of 6m
players and its own tribute South Park episode. However, the year’s biggest explosion took place in Second
Life, a more realistic MMORPG with a difference – the
community has its own currency, and players spend
cash in-world at a rate of one USD to 250 ‘Linden
Dollars’. At time of writing, Second Life’s community
had boomed from 200,000 residents to 1.95m, spending
around $660,000 per day. PER DAY. November saw
the first Second Life millionaire. The only thing growing
faster than SL’s population is branded involvement in
this space, with Toyota, American Apparel, adidas,
Reebok, Pontiac and agencies Leo Burnett and BBH
already bagsying islands.
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Pick your jaw up off the floor and join the online revolution
before it’s too late.
Dynamic Ads
Advertiser of the moment Toyota Yaris (see Contagious
Issue 9 for an investigation into the youth-orientated
brand) was the first to take the plunge with a revolutionary
form of ingame advertising, coordinated by Microsoftowned in-game advertising specialists, Massive Inc.
Billboards could not only be served into games in real
time, but players could also interact with them, clicking

on the ads to reveal additional content and information.
The immersion of gamers into their experience is appealing for advertisers, and this latest exercise goes
one step further, mirroring the interactivity of the game
itself. Watch this space. Or click on it.
Edoc Laundry
Similar in dedication to the MMORPG phenomenon,
the world of alternate reality gaming took a step up this
year in the form of edoc laundry. Alternate reality games
traditionally boast elaborate narratives and millions of
players, yet this year’s hottest game actually wove clues
into clothing sold to participants. Players have to spot
others wearing the range and collaborate to solve a
mystery. The hugely successful experience made headlines through integrations into CSI: Miami and The
O.C. Both weird and wonderful. We’ll take it!

Second Life /

links /
www.secondlife.com
click here to view dynamic ads
www.edoclaundry.com
click here to view xbox & cadillac
click here to view xbox & burgerking

Exclusive Content
And finally – this year advertisers such as Cadillac and
Burger King have been working alongside games developers to release exclusive content and bespoke
gaming titles for new consoles such as the Xbox 360.
Cadillac’s V-series placement in ‘Project Gotham Racing’
ensured that over a month users spent a total time of
almost a year (318 days) driving their cars. It’s an
intriguing quid pro quo – gamers get exclusive content,
cheaper games and prizes, and advertisers get some
happy and engaged eyeballs.

Edoc Laundry /
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MySpace = population 100m. Bebo = population 26m,
in less than six months. YouTube = streaming more than
100m videos a day. Have we made our point?
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In 2006, if the eyeballs were anywhere, they were on
social networking. An easy way to stay in touch with
friends whilst hedging your bets on 15 minutes of fame,
all of a sudden anyone who was anyone wanted a
MySpace page, and anyone with a product followed
shortly after.
What can we say that hasn’t been said already? Only
that a new social theory is doing the rounds, based on
French philosopher Foucault’s panoptic theory – the
idea of a giant, self-monitoring mechanism. Internet
boffins have posited that the very nature of social
networking – millions of people watching and being
watched – will eventually spill over into our real life
behaviour. So whoever you are on MySpace will start
to affect who you are in real life.
Such is the effect of the social networks, people. Get
ready for change…
LonelyGirl15
YouTube’s hottest star this year was a 19-year-old
actress called Jessica Rose – also known as troubled
teen Bree in a series of cryptic web videos hosted on
YouTube. The series created an interactive storytelling
experience, proving that the Internet isn’t only for those
with miniscule attention spans and an addiction to clip
culture. Bree talked frankly to the camera about her
problems with her parents’ religion (an unnamed and

oddly creepy cult) and her best friend Daniel, racking
up millions of views. The witch hunt that preceded
Bree’s ‘outing’ as an actress in September was indicative
of the strength of the phenomenon, with a blogger
based in San Francisco beating the New York Times
and the Wall Street Journal to the punch by as little as
four hours.
The team of LA-based scriptwriters responsible for
LonelyGirl15 are still developing the story, with contributions from fans forming an intriguing collaborative
narrative, successfully migrating the broadcast TV model
into the social networking space. LonelyGirl15 was
also named the ‘Biggest Web Hit’ in VH1's Big in '06
Awards.

LonelyGirl15 /
links /
www.myspace.com
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michel_Foucault

Ze Frank
The funniest man on the web, bar none. Ze Frank is a
videoblogger and some time web developer who began
posting two minute clips of his musings on his site
every day, as an exercise in short-form content. The
results are frequently funny, often political and occasionally moving, and are downloaded in excess of
150,000 times every day. No-one is safe, from the
government to the guy on the street, although the best
episodes feature Ze breaking into song or ripping into
brands that have the temerity to piss him off. We now
can never see a Delta ad without thinking of adult
diapers. Cheers Ze.

www.lonelygirl15.com
click here to see Bree in action
www.zefrank.com/theshow

Ze Frank /
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Something in the category of ‘stuff that we need to get
used to very quickly’… In November, Skype launched
its first mobile voice over IP service in collaboration
with mobile operator 3. As a result, 3 customers will
be able to make unlimited free calls to other 3 customers
and to PC-based Skype users around the world. For
anyone who’s ever suffered from ‘bill shock’, this is an
attractive proposition. One flat rate for all your mobile
Internet, TV, messaging, and phone call needs? Excellent!
However, it also leaves other mobile operators somewhat
high and dry, hence their rush into content provision
and entertainment properties.

An attractive way to make the mobile web locationbased. Developing on the proposition of humble QR
codes, each individual ShotCode points to a different
URL, making it ideal for everything from posters to
packaging and print ads. Developed by OP3, based in
Sweden and the Netherlands, ShotCodes have already
been used by Xbox and on Coca-Cola and Sprite’s
packaging. Go to the site, download the app to your
phone then point it at the image to your right for a whole
bunch of excitement in the form of the Contagious
Website.

If these developments are proof of anything, it’s that
no industry is safe from the march of progress, and that
it’s the consumers who are finally having the last laugh.
About bloody time, too….

links /
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www.three.co.uk
www.skype.com
www.dodgeball.com
www.shotcode.com

Dodgeball
Today’s American hipsters (providing they live in the
right cities) can bring their mobile phone to life using
a programme called Dodgeball to instantly announce
their location to a group of friends within a 10-block
radius. Users can add names and numbers of friends
using the network, and have them instantly alerted to
their near-by presence by ‘checking-in’ via a text message. Adding the inevitable element of dating is a ‘crush’
function, preparing both predator and prey for a possible
meeting. Although the crush function may give some
borderline stalkers the necessary push to go full-time,
we’re never ones to turn down an unplanned kneesup.

click here for a shotcode demo
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Obviously, the main viral winner of the year was YouTube,
and not just in Google dollars. Proving that a good idea
goes a long way, Dove and Ogilvy are certainly getting
mileage out of the Campaign for Real Beauty. The
‘Evolution’ viral effort will resonate with all but the most
bitter and jaded, following its YouTube debut this year.
‘Sped-up footage’ shows the photoshopping of a model
to poster stunner before you can say ‘tweak that neckline’.
Evolution amassed 700,000 views in one week with
web traffic 3 times higher than after last year’s Dove
Superbowl commercial. Ogilvy Toronto’s creative and
director Tim Piper also used YouTube to respond to
questions and criticisms.
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Ecko / Still Free
Shocking and subverting in equal measure, Mark Ecko’s
‘Still Free’ campaign for rights for graffiti artists and the
clothing brand was another viral success. The viral clip
seeded on stillfree.com showed Ecko graffitting the
side of President Bush’s Air Force One plane, and was
quickly proclaimed the most successful branded viral
ever. An impressive 12 million hits in one week on the
website and the clip seeded on another 3,500 sites,
all contributed to a combined audience of at least 130
million. Ecko admitted in a further clip seeded a week
later that the plane was a fake, leading to fantastic
rumours of a conspiracy theory, hushed up by the US
Air Force. If only: we know it was conducted by NYC
agency Droga 5. Dave Droga told V: ‘We had to come
clean with it almost straight away, or else we would
have been charged with breaking the Patriot Act.’ Ecko’s

campaign against the stringent graffiti laws in the States
has gone from strength to strength, high-lighting the
anomaly that it is easier to buy firearms in certain states
than cans of spray paint.
Smirnoff Raw Tea / Tea Partay

Dove / Evolution /

Smirnoff used preppy wannabe gangsters, straight
outta, er, Cape Cod, to launch their Raw Tea concoction
through BBH, New York. Shot by veteran hip-hop
director, Julien Christian Lutz, the spoof music video
was unleashed onto YouTube. If you’re not convinced
of the greatness of this viral just spend some time
listening to the lyrics: ‘We sail yachts and we ride on
horses / every meal we eat comes in multiple courses.’
Not to mention about 50 references to Smirnoff and
Raw Tea and 1.8 million views to date.
links Dove /

Ecko / Still Free /

Click here to view ‘Evolution’
www.campaignforrealbeauty.com
links Ecko /
Click here to view ‘Still Free’
www.stillfree.com
links Smirnoff /
Click here to view ‘Tea Partay’
www.teapartay.com
Smirnoff Raw Tea / Tea Partay /
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Nokia’s New York flagship store opened in September. Taking
consumer experiences to the max, it has been designed to engage
the humble shopper through multimedia display screens. Handsets
around the store link with LCD screens to display information when
picked up. In a stunning piece of interactivity, designed by Hi-Res,
London, text messages can be sent to the screens which will then
display the results, building up layer on layer – for example ‘waterfall’
and ‘pink’ would trigger a pink waterfall from all the screens around
the store. Through this users are able to interact with the ambient
retail environment. The store was designed by Eight Inc and traffic
has exceeded expectations.
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Apple Store / NYC

Nokia Flagship Store / NYC /

Also in New York, Apple’s midtown store is open 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, in case your iPod displays a sad face or you’re at a
loose end at 4am. The store received a great deal of buzz for the
impressive five story high glass cube entrance. It comprises 4,000
square foot of retail space – pretty good going when you find out
that in 2005 revenue for each square foot of Apple store was valued
at almost $2,500 per year, according to Forrester Research.
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NikeTown / London
NikeTown rolled out all the stops for the brand’s Run London event
and surrounding campaign. Wieden + Kennedy, London, ensured
runners who registered in store for the event received mobile content,
prompts and reminders, with 40,000 runners opting for mobile
encouragement. A digital campaign created by AKQA, London at
runlondon.com allowed runners to make a pledge and upload a
photo, sending animated versions to friends. Just to be on the safe
side, Nike broadcast pledges in the window of NikeTown, in the
mightily busy Oxford Street.

Apple store / NYC /
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Danish company ViZoo has unveiled an extraordinary
optical illusion technology. A specially produced film,
including 3D representations, is broadcast onto a
transparent screen with highly realistic effects. With
revolving video images that can be seen 360° in all
ambient light conditions, Cheoptics360™ brings new
life to product launches, demos, and branding in general.
Clients include MTV, adidas, 3 and Vodafone. It’s like
the future, but right now!

Every now and again, something comes along that’s
so fantastically appealing that everyone wants a piece.
Google Earth is just such an application. The
‘Mapvertising’ trend incorporates anything from the
basic – rooftop advertising that, like the Great Wall of
China, can be seen from space – to the more sophisticated campaigns for British Airways, Nike and GM
Saturn and the ridiculous Colonel Sanders in Area 51.
The Times reported a deal between US bookseller
Barnes & Noble and Google Local to mark its stores
with a clickable coffee cup icon. Fiat hooked up with
Google Earth in a contest to find four Sedici SUVs, and
adidas ran a similar tie-in, integrating the system with
a football quiz during this summer’s World Cup.
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SEER
Imagine being able to map, monitor, and influence what
people around the world are saying about your brand.
Well – now you can! If you’re part of the WPP group
that is. VML, a digital marketing agency based in Kansas
City has developed a proprietary technology that maps
out the ecosystems created by consumer-generated
online content, providing real-time analysis of the
‘conversations’ taking place around their clients’ brands.
SEER then provides a three-dimensional map of the
buzz around a particular brand. Clients already SEERing
the light are Microsoft, Burger King and adidas.

With the beta launch of Microsoft’s spectacular Virtual
Earth competitor in which you can put ads on balloons
floating past if you want, expect the trend of mapvertising
to continue.

Cheoptics360™ /

links Cheoptics360™ /
click here to view a demo
www.vizoo.dk
link SEER /
www.vmi.com
links Google Earth /
click here to view BA and Google’s collaboration
earth.google.com

Google Earth /
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Although it launched at the end of 2005, Heineken’s Greenspace
is the event that continues to give into 2006. The launch event was
the culmination of an urban regeneration project of disused warehouses
undertaken by Heineken in Valencia, Spain, overseen by creative
directors Adrian Caddy and Mike Kettles. Following the festival
Greenspace was handed back to the city and the space has continued
to play host to concerts and is available for locals to develop creative
ideas, supporting art, design and film. Further events in the series
are planned. Walter Drenth, Heineken’s Global Marketing Communications Manager, believes Greenspace has ‘delivered beyond
expectations’ with their aim for a sustainable space for social
interaction. Rem Koolhaas who helped launch the project sees it as
‘fresh, really representing corporate generosity’. Keep an eye on this
fusion of CSR and patronage of the arts. Heineken, after all, is a
brand that now eschews TV advertising altogether in the UK.
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Heineken /
links /
www.heinekengreenspace.com
click here to view the opening event
www.tate.org.uk/carstenholler
www.thesultanselephant.com

Tate Slides
Providing a more short-lived thrill are the slides in the Tate Modern
Turbine Hall, London. Designed by Carsten Höller, the exhibition has
been jam-packed with visitors too cheap to pay for a theme park,
sorry, enjoying the fine nature of the frankly terrifying installation. At
least it’s less exclusive than Höller’s previous work connecting Miuccia
Prada’s office to the carpark.
The Sultan’s Elephant
The Sultan’s Elephant was another piece of entertainment to delight
and entrance London this year. Spectacular in scale and intricate in
design, the Elephant was created by street theatre company Royal
de Luxe, and toured the city for three days in June, followed by a
band and thousands of spectators, enchanting even the most cynical
of Londoners and sending Flickr into overdrive.

Tate Slides /

The Sultan’s Elephant /
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When many advertisers are dipping their toes into the
idea of running a banner on MySpace, it takes a brave
brand to launch their very own social network. Nokia
Music Recommenders is just such a wonder – a network
of painfully hip independent record stores and their
enthusiastic staff brought together in order to provide
music tip-offs to ever-hungry punters. Over 70% of
recommendations are not available on iTunes, so mainstream this ain’t. If you’re bored of Blunt and pissed off
with the Pussycat Dolls, get yourself over there for
something with a little more depth. The service boasts
David Bowie as ‘Godfather’, proving that this is indeed
where all the cool kids are hanging out.

We’ve been extremely taken with Diageo’s latest campaign for Cacique rum, developed in conjunction with
Senora Rushmore and digital agency Double You, which
captured the current resurgence of animated film noir.
Cacique’s South American Indian icon (‘Cacique’ meaning ‘tribal chief’ in Spanish), was reinvented as an edgy,
nocturnal character leading drinkers into ‘the mystery
of the night’. A website urging users to ‘escucha la
llamada’ (‘listen to the call’) hosts a gorgeous animated
short incorporating black and white imagery, comic
book characters, mistaken identity …what more could
you ask for? Ladies, put on your spiky stilettos, fellas,
slip into those lean pinstripes. The mysterious Indian
awaits.
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Amex / My Life, My Card
American Express continue to ignore the rules about
financial services marketing by filtering great idea after
great idea thought their ‘My Life, My Card’ website. A
long-form ad written, directed by and starring quirky
Hollywood hero Wes Anderson racked up millions of
views after a limited run in cinemas, and a subsequent
competition invited punters to create their own short
films around the theme of ‘My Life Is…’ and submit
them to the site. Which they did, in their thousands.
Continually an advertiser to watch, the average US
AmEx user now spends more than four times bearers
of Visa and Mastercard. Watch out for the pretty new
butterfly card, coming in 2007.

Duly Noted…
Synthravels, a Milan-based start-up, is sidestepping the
angst of real world travel by selling itself as the first
ever virtual world tour operator. Sign up for guided tours
of various strange new online destinations, from World
of Warcraft to the Sims Online. The perfect way to
conduct a reconnaissance mission of the metaverse,
and after the year we’ve had, God knows we need it.

Nokia /

links /
www.musicrecommenders.com
www.mylifemycard.com
www.escuchalallamada.com
www.synthravels.com
www.sidekick.com

For pure beauty and a website you could spend all day
on, see the Barbarian Group’s work for T-mobile’s
Sidekick.

Synthravels /
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Taking a leaf out of Da Vinci’s book, adidas presented
itself as a ‘pure white ground’ in an elaborate global
campaign for adicolor this year. The campaign kicked
off with with white billboards in Berlin conceived by
Haeberlein & Mauerer; an open invitation to street artists
to create an adicolor landmark. An image of a white
adidas trainer was later placed over the billboard with
sections cut away, revealing the graffiti customising the
shoe.
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Idealogue in New York invited a select group of
directors to produce video podcasts, available online
and to download to iPod or PSP. Each director was
assigned a colour and given given free rein to create
a short film. White, starring Jenna Jameson, was number
one on iTunes, despite there being no media spend for
the campaign. The campaign culminated in a backstreet
store in Chinatown, with a character named Vinnie,
dressed head to toe in vintage adidas, luring trendsetters
inside. The store seemed so authentically fake that it
came close to being busted by the FBI.

a hot-tub. With the brilliantly adolescent slogan: ‘Get
On. Get Off’, the multi-platform launch drove the highest
ever market share of male body spray – 84.2% in
Australia, and 83.6% in New Zealand - and attracted
over 591,000 unique visitors – or six per cent of all
Australia’s men - to the site after two months. The
campaign was deemed such a success that the agencies even looked into launching a genuine airline for
the brand, but ran into arguments with the country’s
Civil Aviation Safety Authority, not to mention feminists.
Volkswagen / Fast
Crispin Porter + Bogusky scooped the Promo Grand
Prix at Cannes this year for Volkswagen’s Fast campaign.
The video-game style ‘Fast’ icon featured in commercials
and was distributed to dealers and fans, representing
a ‘need for speed’. It didn’t take long for the figures to
pop up on eBay selling for up to $800 with sales
beating projections by 80%.

adicolor /
click here to view adicolor ‘black’
www.adidas.com/adicolor
www.r255g255b255.net

Lynx / Lynx Jet
Lynx’s spoof Lynx Jet airline caused a stir in Australia
this year. Lowe Hunt, Draft and Universal McCann in
Sydney collaborated on the campaign which ran across
32 different media channels including TV, ambient, viral
and mobile. ‘Mostesses’ in skimpy yellow uniforms
would attend to passengers’ every whim from hamburgers to on-demand pillow fights. A frequent flyer programme - which, of course, was called the Lynx Jet Mile
High Club – offered on board full-body massage and

Lynx Jet /
VW Fast /
click here to view the media

click here to view a campaign demo
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Capitalising on the trend for reality TV, Axe’s Gamekillers
was a one-off special showing a hapless stooge attempting to enjoy a date with his girlfriend whilst under
siege from a number of troublemakers, known as the
‘gamekillers’ (‘British Accent Guy’ is of course our
favourite). Axe did the smart thing by issuing the content
unbranded, whilst constructing an integrated advertising
campaign around the show and branding the hell out
of it. On message, well-targeted and hugely successful.
Credit goes to BBH New York and The Glue Society.

A surprising entry into the top three from stationery
suppliers OfficeMax, in cahoots with DDB in Chicago.
To promote a back to school campaign, it produced a
reality TV show, Schooled. Eighth graders in a New
York school were duped into taking gruelling tests in
their summer holidays under threat of being refused
entry into high school. The scam was revealed at the
end with a surprise appearance from teen heartthrob
Jesse McCartney. Over 1m viewers tuned in for the
show, and the content on the 'Schooled' site was viewed
nearly 2.5 million times. Mean, but marvellous.
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Cathy’s Book
One of the strangest yet most successful examples of
branded content was the involvement of P&G in the
publication of the first ever immersive multimedia book
experience. Cathy’s Book: If Found Call 650-2668233 is based around the diary of a feisty young heroine
attempting to unravel the secrets of a mysterious exboyfriend. Written by Sean Stewart and Jordan Weisman
of Alternate Reality Game specialists 42 Entertainment,
the book was finally brought to the shelves after
Beinggirl.com, P&G’s web destination for teenage girls,
conducted an editorial tie-in with various CoverGirl
products. The subsequent media coverage generated
in excess of 120,000 pre-release hardcovers in the
USA alone. Full marks to P&G for recognising an
unorthodox opportunity.

links Axe /
www.gamekillers.com
click here to view the trailer
link Cathy’s Book /

Axe / Gamekillers /

www.cathysbook.com
link Office Max /
click here to view the footage

Cathy’s Book /
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Amidst the urban spam debate it would be wrong not
to celebrate some of the most exciting ambient ideas
of 2006 and prove that there can be joy amongst the
clutter. One such effort was Deutsch, New York’s
guerrilla work for IKEA. Coinciding with Design Week,
the city was filled with pieces of IKEA furniture and
goodies, contrasting their ‘Everyday Fabulous’ idea with
the elitist furniture on offer.

Despite the rumours of an impromptu appearance at
Cannes, adidas’ ‘Be the Ball’ kept its distance. However,
the launch of the World Cup matchball by Whybin\TBWA in New Zealand looked impressive. Squealing
Kiwis were launched 20 stories into the air at 170
km/hour inside a giant branded ball, restrained by
bungee ropes. The stunt won a gold Promo Lion at
Cannes, as well as receiving worldwide coverage.
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Over 670 mini-makeover displays appeared throughout
Manhattan, ranging from transforming bus shelters into
living rooms, hanging oven mitts from subway trains,
picnic blankets in Liberty State park, cushions at the
bottom of slides and frames around posters of missing
pets. 5,500 IKEA products were used over five days.
David Rosen and Scott Bassen, lead creatives on the
project, told Contagious: ‘Our campaign encouraged
people to strip the streets of IKEA products only minutes
after they had been placed.’ Coverage of the event
splurged to IKEA’s website and, including media coverage, the campaign reached an estimated audience
of over six million people.

IKEA /

links /
info.ikea-usa.com
click here to view the McDonald’s footage
click here to view the adidas footage

McDonald’s /

McDonald’s
McDonald’s Sundial, created by Leo Burnett, Chicago,
was a beautifully simple idea, featuring breakfast options
highlighted by a sundial topped with those familiar
golden arches. The story was widely covered, including
being ranked #2 on AdCritic on the site’s ‘World
Changing Idea’ chart.
adidas /
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Firefox embraced its open source stance, building its
‘by the people for the people’ proposition with a user
generated campaign. Mozilla knows that its users are
passionate about the brand and so invited them to
express their enthusiasm in the form of a viral clip. A
brief was posted online at Firefox Flicks, to which users
submitted their creations. The content supplied was a
great success virally, as well as saving Firefox going to
the trouble of creating their own ads.

A firm favourite in the user-generated camp is cable
network Current TV, running in the US and launching
soon in the UK. Targeting 18-34 year olds, the channel
is a conversation to which viewers contribute 30% of
the content. And they haven’t stopped there – deals
with Sony, L’Oreal and Toyota will usher the beleaguered
30-second spot into the age of consumer-generated
content. The president of sales and marketing at Current
TV believes ‘marketers grow up being brand guardians
– they now have to be brand hosts’. As Firefox and
Chevy both show, the potential rewards in opening up
brands are plentiful – the right opportunity to engage
can generate levels of passion and a sense of ownership
that most brand directors could retire on.
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Chevy Tahoe
Both praised and mocked throughout this year, Chevy
Tahoe’s Build Your Own Commercial at chevvyapprentice.com invited spoofs from those mocking Chevy’s
green credentials to entries entitled ‘How Big is Yours?’
and ‘What Would Jesus Drive?’ Although, when the
sniggers had subsided, what was left was a campaign
that ran for four weeks and attracted over 30,000
entries, the vast majority of which faithfully touted the
Chevy brand – in fact only 16% of the entries were
negative. Tahoe’s marketing director used the GM blog
to respond to criticism, insisting that he was aware of
the potential downfalls of consumer generated content
as well as the rewards. It is better for a brand to be at
the heart of the debate than peripheral. And given that
over 5.5 million people interacted it will take something
pretty impressive for Chevy to surpass this in 2007.

links /

Firefox /

Chevy Tahoe /

click here to view the firefox footage
www.firefoxflicks.com
www.chevrolet.com/tahoe
www.current.tv

Current TV /
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It’s not often that a humble billboard causes worldwide
controversy. For a new TV series featuring a private
investigator called Parco P.I., Amalgamated in New
York unveiled an initially unbranded message in Times
Square from ‘that girl Emily’ to her cheating husband
(‘I know all about her, you poorly-endowed slimeball’).
The explicit rant subsequently appeared in blogs, newspapers, and prime-time TV shows both sides of the
Atlantic, desperate to know the true identity of this
woman scorned. Proof, as if it were needed, that noone can resist a healthy dose of Schadenfreude.

Less cool than Banksy but perhaps even more influential
is self-proclaimed ‘almost the next President of the
USA’ Al Gore, whose film An Inconvenient Truth has
been terrifying audiences from Brussels to Bombay.
Armed only with a powerpoint presentation and a film
crew, Gore hammers home the threat of global warming
and its inevitable consequences. Although the usual
suspects (you know who you are… brrrm, brrrm) went
all out to deny its veracity, the film was a critical and
box office success. Gore has done his bit – now it’s
time to do ours.
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Banksy
Whilst those in the know have been keeping an eye on
this London-based graffiti renegade (and his trademark
sooty mouse tag) for a few years, 2006 was the year
that Banksy went global. His mix of subversive stencils,
reinterpretation of images from popular and political
culture, and stunts such as hanging his own paintings
in the Tate and the recent exhibition in L.A. have made
him a hit Stateside, with a Banksy original selling for
£57k in October this year. Our favourite Banksy activity
of 2006? The replacement of 500 copies of Paris
Hilton’s album in record stores with his own cover art
(additional homeless people and captions such as ‘Why
am I famous?’), and the addition of a an inflatable doll
dressed à la Guantanamo Bay to the Big Thunder
Mountain Railroad ride at Disneyland. Genius.

links /
thatgirlemily.blogspot.com
www.banksy.co.uk
www.climatecrisis.net

An Inconvenient Truth /
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That Girl Emily /

Banksy /
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Contagious is the first publication of its kind to look beyond conventional advertising and report exclusively on non-invasive marketing
ideas and integrated campaigns that create a dialogue between
brands and the people who buy them.
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15% discount off an annual subscription for new subscribers.
Published in magazine, DVD and online format.
Offer ends 22nd December
Normally £975 GBP / 1,420 Euros / $1,700 USD
Offer price £820 GBP / 1,200 Euros / $1,500 USD
Key features /
The world’s only quarterly showcase of non-traditional
media intelligence
Over 100 pages of news, opinion and case studies
Accompanying DVD containing upwards of 100 pieces of
non-traditional work
Online access to the world’s largest archive of non-invasive
creative – fully researched and cross referenced – including
downloadable PDFs of articles containged within the reports
Build your own playlists and share them with your colleagues
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Click here for a sneak preview of extracts from Issue9.
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Click here to download the order form.
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www.contagiousmagazine.com

